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Derailed
The UM-St. Louis Rivermen were
knocked off-trackSaturday nightwith an
89-61 loss to Missouri Western State.

EDITORIAL
Nearly 150 students from three UM campuses banned together to oppose tuition
hikes.
FEATURES
The Spanish Club and the Hispanic-Latino
Association (HISLA) sponsQred "Un
encuentron la cultura hispana."
SPORTS
Associate sports editor Ken Dunkin examines some possibilities ofboosting the attendance at Rivennen basketball games.
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Curators vote 7-1 to raise student tuition
Board's decision comes' in front of
150 UM-system stupentprotestors
by Clint ZWeifel
managing editor
Minutes before the UM Board of Curators
meeting Thursday, UM-Rolla Student Council
President Andrew Sears was not hopeful Board
members woUld accept his limited tuition increase.
"I'm hoping for the best," Sears said. "Somet:irtles quick changes are impossible."
Sears was right
In spite of a protest by 150 UM students from
the St Louis, Columbia and Rolla campuSes, the
Board voted 7-1 to increase UM tuition as outlined in the University's five-year plan.
The increase, which will go into effect fall
semester, is the fourth in the plan. The plan's
formula increases tuition for a UM student each
year by $200 plus the higher education price
index (3.3 percent). The formula adds to a 9.9
percentincrease. A student taking 3Ocredithours
will pay $3,330, up from $3,030 last YeM. UM
President George Russell said the ·~ will
help putthe University on solid financial grounds
by making facu1ty salaries competitive and repairing the physical plant
But according to Sears, the increase is not
financially reasonable for students.
"It's reaching the point where students are
not just concerned, but angry," Sears said.
Speaking to the Board, Sears proposed a
smaller increase of 6.6 percent He said UM is
$4.8 million ahead of schedule and said tuition
increases should be limited to rwresent the exira
m~.He wo~With Studen Rcpesent/ltive
to the Board of Curators Gayatri~'Guy" Bhatt.,
UM-St Louis Student Government Association
President Christopher Jones, Vice President Kel
Wani and the Associated Students of the University ofMissouri (ASUM) to formulate opposition
to the proposed increase.
Curator Jolm "Woody" Cozad said students
are ~terpreting the goal of the five-year plan.
He said the plan is only a small part oflong-range
goals to place UM in the top echelon of univeesities.
"The mistake is viewing the five-year plan
only as tuition increases," Cozad said. "It is only
part of a long-range plan in which the objective

is to make the University of Missouri a great
university."
By continuing the five"year plan, Cozad said
UM is trying .to make up fo~ "generations of
neglect" He cited a 20 percent decline in faculty
salaries duringa to-year period beginning in the
early 1970s, out-of-date laboratories and a deteriorating physical plant Cozad said he does not trust
the economy's stability enough to spend a swplus
that could be sorely. needed if the state hit a
financial downswing. Cozad said he understands
the increase is a sacrifice for students, some of
whom will not see the direct effect .
''The unfairness is asking people to pay today
to build a great university tomorrow," he said.
''The benefits for students are less today than for
the students in the future,"
.
Travis Brown, legislative director at ASUM,
said the Board needs to realize that tuition increases·have unique effects on each campus. He
said UM-Columbia students might be able to
handle the financial burde/.l, while the effects on
,UM-St Louis and Kansas City students might be
more detrimental since some students chose the
universities to cut down on costs.
"Students in urban areas are moreprice-elastic
~
photo: Monica Senecal
to tuition and fee increases," Brown said. "People Curators (left) Malalka Horne, Adam Fischer, UM President George Russell, Fred Hall and David Collins met Thursday.
know what its like to be pressured under the buck."
. Sears said heavy student presence at the meeting and opposition to the tuition increase builds a
foundation for a stronger student voice in future
state. Gooch is a member of an ad -hoc committee
decisions. He said students who attend Board Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-In-chief
of the American Optometric Students Associameetings acquire a reaJ undecstandingof the policytion (AOSA), which has assumed the responsimaking process at the University.
An army of about one hundred UM-St
bilities of fighting the tuition hikes.
•
.
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"It's stupid," Gooch said. "Why go to Mistuition of $10,448 up to £11,494.
really pulled through."
Paul G~h, asecond year optometry student,
souri when you can go somewhere else cheaper. "
Bhatt,although disappointed with theCurator' s
'.
said the five-year plan does not take into account
Gooch said another problem for optomerry
see Tuition, page 4 the many ways that the Optometry program
Paul Gooch
see Optometry, page 2
differs from other professional programs in the
"Why go to Missouri?"

Optometry students lose battle
eara-

Director of Financial Aid
Fowler gives resignation

Police install VCR
•
••
cameras until new PrudVlSlt
budget arrives

by Brian A. Dashner
associate news editor

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

The UM-St. Louis Director of Financial Aid, Pamela Fowler, has resigned from her position at the University. Fowler will take a position as
executive director for Financial Aid at
. the 1. B. Technical State College System in Indiana
Fowler's resignation comes as the
result of budget restraints imposed on
her and other financial aid departments
by the U.S. Congress.
"I don't have the energy nor the
enthusiasm to do this job anymore,"
Fowler said.
Fowler has been the Financial Aid
director since March 1, 199 L During
this time she increased the financial aid
office's staff from seven to nine,
"We now use the system much
more effectively to help shorten the

The closed-circuit cameras installed in the UM-St
Louis parking garages in November have been replaced by
Video Cassette Recorders, which can only make a tape of
garage activity.
The University installed the closed-circuit cameras
when eight students reported that the tops of their convertibles had been slashed and personal items had been stolen.
The closed-circuit cameras were recently replaced by
standard VCR cameras when it was realized that the original
cameras were not functional during inclement weather.
"Right now, we're just making tapes and using them as
evidence," said Bob Roeseler, St Louis County police
lieutenant and 1)M-St. Louis director of Safety Operations.
Roeseler said the VCR cameras are mounted on the
photo: Monica Senecal
inside of decoy cars, which are parleed in the garages. He
Student Government ASSOCiation President Chris Jones (middle) discusses the
admits that taping an incident is not the most effective way
goals of the Food Service committee with (left) Ken Kabaclnskl and Ken Kuhn.
of catching a thief, but says the video recorders are logical
for the time being.
"People don't want to get caught," Roeseler said. "If
they know there are cameras, they' II go some place else. The
cameras are another set of eyes."
The department will receive a new budget in July and if by Brian A. Dashner
One point within the document is called the Fiscal
approved, the department plans to purchase a monitoring associate News Editor
Responsibility Act It is now being discussed in the House
system for the upcoming Fall semester. A monitoring
of Representatives Budget Committee. The proposal calls
system would allow police dispatchers to observe the
The Republican Parry has .introduced a document for balanced budget amendment which would require
campus and to quickly respond to suspicious activity . .
called "Contract With America" into legislation which spending cuts of about $750 billion over a five-year period.
"The new cameras will be weather resistant and will be
may affect students at UM-St. Louis. .
Included in these cuts would be Title IV aid reductions. One
able to monitor what is going on," Roeseler said. "That will '
The document contains 10 points which the GOP would eliminate the in-school Subsidized Federal Stafford
allow us to mount the cameras in several different sites, believes it can solve within 100 days _It calls for the
Loan Program , an in terest subsidy. Another would elim inate
which will be cost-effective, and will give us instantobser- American people to "Uumv them out" of the U.S .
campus-based aid such as Supplemental Educational 0pvation of the campus. We can then send officers to deal with Congress if these g'oals are not met. The bills which
portunity Grant CSEOG), Work Study and Perkins loans.
the circumstances immediately."
make up the political rhetoric of the conu-act have not yet
The in-school interest subsidy wouid eliminate Subsisee Cameras, page 4 been approved by Congress.
dized Federal Stafford Loans. Student loans would accrue

time it takes to receive financial aid,'
-Fow1ersaid. "To a student who hasjusl
arrived itmay seem like a slow process
but to a student who attended UM-St
Louis when I fIrst carne here, the pro·
cessing of financial aid would seerr
tremendously easier and quicker."
Fowler also organized the Finan·
cial Aid office in both technologica
and record- keeping areas, improvin~
efficien cy within the office. This, de
spite a setback the department suffere<
in 1991.
"In 1991 (the Financial Aid depart
ment) was fined $9,000 as a result of ill
audit. " Fowler said.
This fmc came as the result of th,
department's failure. to correctl~
document thousands of dollars worll
of loans and grants issued to students
Last year there were no fines, and recon

see Fowler, p age 4

Republicans plan spending cuts; students may pick up tab
a

interest from the moment they are processed. Interest would b
added to the principle and accrue more interest if not paid. Thi
could add as much as 20 percent to the overall cost of tuitior
Since the average student at UM-S t. Louis borrows abou
$15,000 for education during a fout year enrollment, this woull
mean a S3 ,000 increase in the amount owed after graduation. Th
increase could be as high as 27 percent for graduate students.
Currently, 2457 undergraduates and 395 graduate students ~
UM-St. Louis receive Subsidiz.c;d St.afford Loans.
Pamela Fowler, director of Financial Aid for UM-St. Loui!

see Contract, page ~
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Optometry from page 1

Classified Advertising Policy

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

Paid classified advertising receives priority over free classified
orders. Classified rates are $8.00 forty words or less , ten cents
per extra word All orders should be mailed toClassifieds, c/o
The Current, 8001 Natural Bridge. Drop box for ads is at the
offices of The Current, 7940 Natural Bridge. All student/faculty
orders must include name and student/staff number on order.
Students currently attending UM-St. Louis may advertise free
of charge.

ALASKA Summer EniploymentStudents Needed! Fishing Industry.
Eam upto $3,000-$6,000+ permonth.
Room ai1d Board ITransportation I Male
or Female. No experience necessary.
Call (206)545-4155 ext. A57461.

SKIS AND SKI BOOTS-Several pairs
each . Pre-Skis 150'5 and 160's with
Saloman bindings, $70 pro Raichle
boots-rear entry, 2 years old, $30 pr.
Call 965-8594.

To MaryYou don't have to call me big daddy.
A good friend Is hard to find.
-Rick

EXTRA INCOME FOR 95'
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details·
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, Del. 19901
ADVERTISE IN THE CURRENT!

IT REALLY WORKS!

FOR SALE
DOOM CD-ROM FOR SALE! 35D
Megabytes of Missions, Add-Ons,
Graphix and Sound for Doom and
Doom II! This is the best up to date
Doom Add-On disk anywhere! Call
487-5099 for order information!

18 SPEED, 26 inch Huffy mountain
bike, $100. Page Rebecca at 790·
0864.

VALEN TINE'S DAY

Apartment:

$295

. Express your Love with a Romantic Gift Basket

Heat Included! 1 bedroom,
2 room efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some funished. 6 months or
1 year lease: $285-$295 . Or'
a 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$350.

Bermuda
Heights

kefs 6" O,s;g
to place an order,,· :;:;,)?,,::;\,:,;:,:,\,'
14) 863-2752

KING SIZE.wATERBED, black and
gold mirrored headboard, 4 drawers,
$450. Call 770-0940.

SERVICES

Welcomfi back to school, Zetas!
-Zlam, Lisa
Jenny W.I'm. so glad that you are my new
daughter! You're a terrific friend and
a great ZETA!
-Zlam, Jen R.

PRE-MEDS Call APR
Aspiring Physician's Resource
Prepare for final hurdle· med.
schl. interview: one-on-one ,
individualized preparation by
an MD with proven applicant
success. Interview is your
single opportunity to prove
you shou.ld be selected over
other qualified applicants.

APR: (708) 798-4480
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTSVISITORS
DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S.
Immigration. Legal Services, Tel.
(818) 882-9681; (818) 998·4425.
20231 Stagg St., Canoga Park, CALIF
91306. Monday-Sunday:10 a.m.-10
p.m. Applications close Feb. 19, 1995.
MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381-9622
Tired of Just reading the news?
Then Join The Current! Call Matt at

516-5183.

Jenn L.Hey buddy! We've got to get back In
touch to relieve some stress!
-Z1am, Nicki
Jen R.HI Mom! Just a quick note to let you
know that you are the greatest.
Thank for everything that you do.
-Zlam, Nicki
HydraulicsCamping trIp was a FREEZIN' blastOK. maybe n01- but It was better
than a hockey game with an old pal!
I can't walt till' the Big Easy again.
Spring Break here we come!!
-Slmbas' Master
Staff minus oneWe are going to miss you and ali of
the tension. The parties will continue
and expectto see youthere! Thanks
for the great times!
-J&B

WANNA SA YSOMETHING
TO A PAL? PUT A PERSONAL IN THE CURRENT!

PART-TIME

PAY

7738 Springdale
Normandy

381-8797
If You Have The Time,
We Have The
$ MONEY $

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years

If you are a healthy male
You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain
FDA approval. For years Gateway Medical Research, Inc.. has
been conducting research for pharmaceutical companies, and
thousands of people have participated. Currently we are involved
in a number of studies to help determine the equivalency of generic
drugs to their name brand counterparts. Our studies usually pay
$300 to $1 000 1 depending on complexity. If you meetthe following
profile you may qualify for one of our studies : Age 18-45, nonsmoker, must not be on medications or taking any drugs, no history
of serious disease or medical problems, and be of normal height to
weight ratio.
To find out how you can help and how easy it can be to
earn $$$, call 946-2110 anytime.

Gateway Medical Research, Inc,
116 N. Main Street
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 946-2110

I 5f? I

UpS

in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the .
past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayrnentprograrn, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amoW1t is
greater, up to a $55,000

ADAM SANDLER
This idiot's going back to school...
Way back.

limit.
This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default.
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
story from your Ari:ny
Recruiter.

CALL 426-0335
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

•

Get the Credit You Deserve By Working Part-Time at United
Parcel Service. UPS is currently accepting applicati~ns for
Package Handlers.

$8.00-$9.00 per hour
Work 15-20 hours Monday thru Friday
No Weekends! Full Benefits! Paid Holidays! Paid Vacations!
A VarietY of Shifts are Available.
To Apply, contact Career Placement, 346 Woods Hall
EOE M/F

Financial sa-vicc8 is the boom busineM of the '90's. We're the

''Best Sales Force" because we have the beat training. a track to get
~u off to a fast start. Management opportunities. Unlimited
income potential.

Campus interviews: Feb. 21, 1995

APPLY NOW!

553-5317

students was fmancial aid. The comminee talked to several banks which
make the recommendation, given prospective incomes, thata optometry student should borrow no more than
$27,<XX) to$28,<XX) for their education.
Gooch said the average student graduated with adebtof$63,<XX). Gooch said
that unlike other health professiOns,
like medicine, fmancial aid for optometry students was extreme! y limited.
He also said that in comparison
with other professions schools in Mis- .
souri (dentistry, medicine, and veterinary medicine) optometry studentspaid
a greater percen tage of the costs of their
program.
Much of what Gooch had to say
was backed up by an April 1994 report
done by Larry Gates, the vice president
of Planning and Budget at UM cenlJal
administration. The report stated: "The
dynamics of the University's current
educational fee policies, coupled with
the limited availability of debt free
financial aid to optometry students, can
potentially have an adverse impact on
the program."
The Curators let Gooch present the
optometry students' side of the argument during the Thursday meeting.
Although the Curators admitted that
the optometry students were subject to
some inequities, they voted to continue
the five-year plan with only one dissenting vote from Curator Mary
Gillespie.
Curator Fred Hall, Jr. said the program was still receiving seven applicants for every one open position.
Curator John Collins· said he was
more concerned with the law students
who pay as much as 49 percent of their
education as compared to optometry
students who pay 31 percent.
Hall said that many of the tuition to
cost percentages in the professional
programs were "out of kilter."
"[President] Russell has already
_appointed a fee committee to take a
look at those problems," Hall said.
"Unfortunately we have to continue
with the five-year plan."
Curator Adam Fischer said it was
just amaUer of taking care of the future.
"I am willing to admit that there
may well be some inequities in which
professional schools are getting subsidies," Fischer said. '" But if we start
tinkering with it on a piece-meal basis,
we are not going to do anythi.r)g towards solving the problem-we are going to compound it."
Fischer said the fee committee
should look for an "across-the-board
way" of addressing inequities in the
professional programs.
Russell promised that the study
would be completed in the Fall of '95,
well ahead of the nex t scheduled rise ill
tuition called for in the five-year plan.

Contact Placcmeot Office for iatcnicw', or all LyaD Bo%zay
Director 01 recruiting .t SJ9-082I

Billy
Madison
COMING FEBRUARY 10th

. IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find. one. But if you're a nurs-

,,;--.~~

with your level of experience. As

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect vou deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'lI.be treated as

Signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent pro fessional, given your o\\; 1\

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

rf'~pon s ibilitie s commensurate

mand of yo ur life. Call I-SOO-USA ARMY

patients and

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

I !;
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Organized opposition lays
foundation for involvrnent
guts and I think it was important because
it let the Board know how serious
editor-in-chief
the students were about seeking other
A remarkable thing happened at alternatives to an increase.
the UM Board of Curators meeting ·
I saw a large group of well-dressed,
well-behaved Optometry students actThursday on the St Louis campus.
What I am writing about is the ing as a group to demonstrate to the
many students and faculty that showed Board that they were also serious about
up at the meeting to air their views on fighting future increases. They took up
. almost every chair in .
. the rising tuition.
.There werespeak.ers
the Summit
from Student GovernI even had the pleament Association (SGA) ,
sure of meeting the opAssociate Students of the
tometry students who
University of Missouri
were spearheading the
"silent" protest
(ASUM), the school of
Optometry and the 0pPaul Gooch, Mary
Beth
Rhomberg, and
tometry Alumni AssoFUchVVilsonhavebeen
ciation. They all wanted
the Curators to take another look at fighting the increase for a year by writtheir numbers and see if they could see ing letters, contacting officials and
their way clear to notraise tuition. They making speeches.
didn't succeed of course. Curators feel
Although the vote still went
tuition must keep up with the five-year through, Gooch thought they had made
pIan in order for the UM-System to some progress.
'We appreciate the fact that they
continue to improve.
But sometimes itis not in the gain- let us state our problems in public,"
ing of the goal that great progress is Gooch said. ''They did admit that there
made. Sometimes it is just the Willing- was inequity with our tuition and we
ness to try that really plants the seeds think that is significant"
The interesting thing to note is that
for a successful futute. This is the process I saw going on at the Curators during Gooch's presentation the Curameeting.
tors were more animate than they had
I saw UM-St Louis Student Gov- been all day. Several brought up points
ernment Association PreSident Chris for and against the tuition hikes and
Jones helping UM-Rolla Student there was so~e real debate started.
Council President Andrew Sears get Debate was started, but not much actogether a presentation he was going to tic;m. The, Curators still voted in the by Jeremy Rutherford
In no
give to the Curators,
increase, but the point is that many of The Current staff
way,shape
Other SGA student leaders were students stood together for the purpose
or form
also there to lend support and help. of airing their views. That in itself is
willJones'
About three dozen .students atUM-Sl Louis VicePresidentKel Ward victory.
perfortended what was-without question-the
It 'is victory because there was a most productive Student Government
and Treasurer Jim Grina were helping
mance at
out with questions and infonnationright united studeqt front standing for some- Association (SGA) meeting in a year
the meetup to the time the speakers wen tin front thing.Now the idea is to build upon that and a half.
ing earn
front and have more demonstrations
of the Board.
him
an
There were actually students lifting
I saw ASUM Legislative Director and more speeches.
Oscar or
their heads and beating their chests as
There is power in organization. they left last Tuesday's meeting. As "Riverman of the Year" honors. His
Travis Brown step in and give a speech
The
only thing required is for more w~e many Sl Louisans last week, . ideas and concepts-granted the entire
about the need for lower increases afler
the-Bciarit had already told one speaker people to get invol;w and use that students were buying into the te.rm executive. board had input-could have
tn tlledie were caSl That took a lot of power.
earned him the "Chancellor Blanche
"PSL" or "Praise for Um-St Louis."
Measuring the hype that left Room To uh ill Awardfor Excellence," if there
78 of the J.e. Penney Building, the were such an award..
only thing which now separates the S t
Identical to a year ago, this year's
Louis community from the scaled- SGA designated seven problem areas
down UM-St Louis community is a on the UM-St. Louis campus at its
The Current is starting the search for a new editor. The editor
football team.
retreat in September. The Tony GreyBut that's not the fault of SGA led Textbook Refonn committee was a
will be elected and take office at the end of this semester.
President Christopher B. Jones and hit with students last fall, when the
Students interested should send a resume, three letters of
company, whose far-from-innovative Unilr'ersity Bookstore decided to allow
recommendation and Cover letter to The Current (attention: Matt
ideas made drastic improvements to students to charge textbooks on their
Forsythe 7940 Natural Bridge Rd. St. Louis Mo. 63121.)
the highest student organiZation on identification card.
-Appli~ations are due by Feb. 4, 1995.
Seven committees were formed,
campus.

by Matt 'Forsythe

'PSL' brings legislative interaction between students

Election for editor

but only one was successful. By the
way, what ever happened to the Maintenance committee? And what were
they planning on doing anyway, make
sure the pencil sharpeners on the 50th
floor of Clark Hall were replaced? .
What about the Student Organization Cost Reduction committee, which
was formed to "investigate the possibility of reducing the cost of the use of
campus facilities and services to student groups?"
Not only that, but fonner SGA
President Andy Masters cut loose four
student organizations because they
failed to attend the assembly's meetings on a regular basis.
The organizations complained that
nothing took place at the meetings, and
they didn't have time to waste.
So when students walked into
Room 78 last Tuesday, Jones had
committee names posted in various
parts of the room. The meeting started
with student representatives separating into groups. From there, they were

given 30 minutes to set the goals of the
committee.
'We are in the process of getting a
chairman and setting our mission statement," said Ken Kuhn, who represented Beta Alpha Psi and worked on
the Food Service committee.
Jones visited each group to discuss
what he would like to see done by the
end pf the semester.
"It's good that he's going around
and making sure everything is on trock,"
Kuhn said. "It helps give us direction."
Jones had · a reason to fork over
some of his own air-time for the benefit
of others.
"It's promoting in teraction between
representatives," Jones said. "That's
something we haven't had this year."
Masters sponsored productive
programs last year that never amounted
to much because of the lack of commitmentmade by the representatives. Let' s
hope this SGA doesn't skip a beat and
that it picks up where it left off last
Tuesday.

For more information call Matt at 516-5183.
'.

elet1rOilic Illail contat1
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public bulletin board.
FIrst, log on to CMS on the University's computer network. This can be
accessed through Internet
Next, mail to listserve@umslvma.umsl.edu- In the body of your note, type
sub current and then your full name.
After you have subsClibed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board, mail
to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
. If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to

current@umsivma.umsi.edu.
For purposes ofverification, all letters to the editor must bear the writer's
handwritten signature, address, student identification rwmber and home or
work telephone nwnber. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the
writer's anonymity.

Voice of the people...
Dear Editor,
I must respond to the ' article
''Residence halls strike a chord with
some students" in Issue 812. Unfortunately, someoftheinformation included
in the article was misleading, in some
instances, completely inaccurate. I
would like to offer more accurate information.
•It was erroneously stated that the
Residential Life staff enters residents'

Thestudentvoice
of UM-St. Louis
Addrt?ss all correspondence to: nit' ("/lrn'/It
S001 Natural Bridge I~oad • St. louis, \10.63121
Business and Advertising 1314) 516-5175, Newsroom ilnd Editnri.11 GHI 51h-51 7-l or £.1\ (31 -11 516-6811
Matthew J. Forsythe
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rooms at will. Staff do not enter rooms
except under specific circumstances
which are outlined in the Residential
LifePolicies and Procedures. Residents
are given a copy of the Polices and
Procedures when they move into the
halls. Occasionally, it is necessary to
enter rooms for special purposes. A
recent example was the recent installation and testing of the new phone
system. When such entry is necessary ,
the Office of Residential Life makes
and effort to give residents advance
notice.
• A student was quoted as saying it
costs about $500 per month to live in
the hall, plus a mandatory $700 meal
plan per semester. The cost of the board
plan was correct However, the average
single room rate over the academic
year would be approximately $313 per
month.
• It was stated that no activities and
programming are offered through
Residential Lify. During the fall semester, events such as dances, movie
nights, educational programs, intramural teams, and off-<:ampus acti vities
were available to all residents. The

Residential Hall Association (RHA)
Finally ,it should be noted thatmailY
has a very active social committee of the complaints and concerns exwhich offers numerous activities. pressed in the article cite other instituResidents are encouraged and requested tions. This is often like comparing
to suggest additional activities in which apples and oranges. For example,
they are interested. Residents always Northeastern Missouri State University
have the choice to participate in ac- houses approx imately 2,700 residents.
tivities; however, choosing non-par- UM-Columbia which is frequenl
ticipation does not mean opportunities comparison, houses 4,600 residents.
do not exist.
These insti tutions also have more staff
The article addressed residential and budget The UM-Sl Louis resisecurity. Every eH:ortis made to provide dential system continues to grow and
a safe and secure environment for stu- improve, but productive growth reo
dents. In order to accomplish this goal, . quires proper time and planning.
it is necessary to establish procedures
The program strives to continuwhich permit residents as much access ously improve and endeavors to en·
and freedom within their own balls hance the educational experience 01
while limiting such open access to non- residents. As theinterestin theresidencf
residents. The students quoted in the halls increases and as the Universit)
article indicated they perceived their welcomes and anticipates the openin~
living area to be safe. In order to of the new apartments, I hope Resimaintain such security for the entire dential Life will continue to find part
community, residents are asked to as- ners committed to the value of resi·
sist by following reasonable precau- dential experience. I invite any ques
tionary .measures . .As the University tions, concerns, or requests for addi
continues to implement a card access tional information.
system, security procedures will continue to be evaluated and revised in an
Dr. Lisa L. Grubbs
effort to better serve students.
Director of Residential Life

Letter to the editor policy
The Current welcomes letters to the ediJor. Letters should be kept brief. The use of any nuJterial is at
the editor's discretion.
Editing may be necessary for space and clarity. Ideas will not be altered, but the ediJor will avoid
obscenity, libel and invasions ofprivacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current.
For purposes ofverijicalion, allktters must bear the writer's handwritten signature, address, student
identijication number and home or work telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to
maintain the writer's anonymity.
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Fowler from page 1

Cameras from page 1

keeping was much improved.
During the fus t two weeks of each
semester, th eFinancial Aid department
is inundated with student traffic. It receives . nearly 100 applications each
day from 6,000 students, who receive
financial aid each semester.
"We don't have enough staff to
meet the needs of the students at this
institution," Fowler said. "This can set
the department as much as a month
behind during just the first two weeks
of each semester."
Fowler placed the blame for the

problem on congressional bureaucracy.
"It's basically a funding issue," she
said. "It's not that th is institution doesn ' t
care, it's just that the funds aren't
available."
Before coming to UM-SL Louis,
Fowler spent six years as the associate
director for Financial Aid at Eastern
Michigan University.
Fowler is presiden t of the Midwest
Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators (MASFAA). The Association is dedicated to improving
college financial aid programs.

MASFAA regularly reviews congresReinhardSchuSler, vicechanceJlor
sional bills and lobbies for the con- . of Administrative Services, said the
tinuance of aid programs sponsored by cameras have made a difference.
the Federal Government
"We were experiencing an ~crease
"We have gone from asking for in vehicle damage and the main reason
more money to just asking them to not we put the cameras in was for safety,"
take money away," Fowler said.
Schuster said . "As soon as we added
Fowler's duties at I.B. Technical the cameras, there was a noticeable
S tate College will incl ude financial aid decrease in suspicious activity."
Two serious crimes have been restate relations, policy and procedures
for 22 Indiana campuses.
ported to the UM-St Louis Police De"I think I've done as much as I can partment since the cameras were inhere," she said. "It's time to move on." stalled. On Nov. 29, a student reported
his vehicle was damaged in an attempt

to steal stereo equipment. One week
later, a contractor reported a pair of
Missouri State license plates were stolen from a company truck outside of
parking garage "D."
Before the cameras were installed,
there were three similar incidents reported in the week of Oct. 19-25 . A
student reported that a 35mm came ra
was stolen from his dashboard, and a
staff person reported a radio was stolen
from his car. Six days later, a student
reported that the license plate stickers
from the front and rear plates of his car

Tuition from page 1 .

Contract from page 1
estimates thatcutsincampus-basedaid
may eliminate the possibility of enrollment for as much as 41 percent of
the frestunan wishing to live in campus
housing.
Elimination of campus-ba~ed aid

THE UM · ST. LOUIS OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
TOGETHER WITH THE MARINE CORPS PRESENT A
BLACK HISTORY MONTH PROGRAM WITH:
Captain Jacqueline Sutton. USMC

would affect488 SEOG recipients, 145
Work Study students and 184 students,
who rely on a Perkins Loan.
A proposal also has been introduced to eliminate State StudentIncentive Grants (SSIG) . These help fund

vote for the increase, said the event
cannot be taken as a loss. She said the
Curators' vocal approval of the opposed students presentation . is a step
forward.
. "We gave the Curators an awareness," she said. "It shows we're credible and are capable of just as much
research as they are. You can't get
discouraged. You have to go on."

•

Budget Analyst for Training and Education
Division Quantico, Virginia
• Graduate of McCluer Senior High School, 1984
• Recipient of NROTC Scholarship
• Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
University of Missouri· Columbia, 1988
• Master of Science in Business Administration
Webster University, Columbia
• Member - Black Business Student's Association
• Member - Legion of Black Collegians
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Captain Sutton will speak about leadership challenges
and opportunities in today's Marine Corps.

With this Coupon. Offer expires 311/95

•

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

•
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For more information call
Marine Officer Selection Office

PANAMA CITY BEACH

The Cellular Specialist!

1-800-469-9531
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•

were taken.
The departmen t has a Iso added two
sergeants from the St. Louis County
Police Department. Sg L Ken Williams
and Sgt Byron Watson joined the department Nov. 13.
Roeseler said the department still
plans to add three officers.
."We want to make sure the students are safe," Roeseler said. "Property can always be replaced, but a
student's life cannot. We are trying to
eliminate some of those worries."
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WHOOPI GOLDBERG
MARY~LOUISE

You Ire not going to send flowers again are you? Do
something different. Have Cupid call your
Valentine ...anywhere in the United States.

PARKER

DRE·W BARRYMORE

1st. Select the mood.

!JRfJ.nwudei;
"... a new way to express a million year old feeling ... "
H"m0r~"8

"... your laughter is like a thousand small birds
chirping on a fresh spring morning... "

,,1,.4••1,
"... was just thinking of yoU ... "

Fill out completely. Print clearly. Send check or money order:
$5 for your first Valentine and $3 each additional. Mail to:
Hello America, c/o National Market Share, 11920 Westline
Industrial Drive, 51. Louis . Missouri, 63146. For more
information or fax on demand, please call: (314)432-0368.

2nd. Choose your
closing.
Happy Valentine's
Day!
I love you.
B,e my Valentine.

Your Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Your Phone Number: ( - - . J_ _ _ _ _ __

Mood: (circle one)
Closing: (any/all)

(314) 432-0368

c

Humorous

Friendship

A motion picture that celebrates the art of survival)
the. gift of laughter and the miracle offriendship.

I love you.
Be my Valentine.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Your Valentine's Number:
Extention:
Time to Contact:

and Nuntius fax on
demand call:

Romantic

Your Valentine's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _--'--_ _

3rd. Fill out the
form.
For more information

BOYS ON THE SIDE

Your Gender: F / M

L....J_ _ _ _ __

Moming

Aftemoon

Evening

Hello America will attempt to ·contact your Valentine until
9pm local time. After three attempts, a message will be left
on their answering machine. If your Valentine is not reached
at an} time your money will be returned to you within ten
lbusinESS days, Submissions must be postmarked February

IOli" ~395.

I

.

LE STUDIO CANAL+, REGENCY ENTERPRISES AND ALCOR FILMS PR<SE NT
,NEW REGENCY/HERA PRODUCTION • FILM BY HERBERT ROSS '
WHOOPI GOLDBERG MARY-LOUISE PARKER DREW BARRYMORE
"BOYS ON THE SIDE" MU'i~DAVID NEWMAN PRoDu2PR PATRICKMcCORMICK
pt&Ij=~~I~ DON ROOSANoPATRICIA KARLAN WRJTT~ DON ROOS
PROOUC~~ARNON MILCHAN, STEVEN REUTHER l>No HERBERT ROSS
•
~
WAAND.8J1OS.
~
= ~
IRI ___ I. _,... DIRECTEDBY HERBERT ROSS
~
"~. __
",,,, ~

Your Valentine's Gender: F I M

•

!W!511p

__

a

_

!I

•

~

",~'I;M "'EJl PlT1J1,-:'A,j." '\Q.T a~'
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Talkill' bout

a
Generation
X

Reinstated Hispanic-Latino Association makes
a comeback, focuses on student recruitment
Organization plans on building a stronger foundation for future
by Michael O'Brian
of The C~ent staff

by Scott Lamar
features edttor
Hello friends! I've got a little
problem. It's with the \abel that the
media/baby boomers have given people
ages roughly 14-36----Generation X.
To many, Generation X has a negative.
connotation; Are Xers really thought
that low of? I think Generation X has
a lot of promise thank you very much. .
"Rolling Stone" is calling it GenerationNext, which isn'ta whole lot better
either.
If there is to be a label at all (which
I don't feel is necessary), it should
reflect the sweeping changes' that we
are facing and will face in the future.
First, our generation is in the midst
of an information boom. It's possible
to h~p on the Super Information Highway from your home, office or even
from the TJ Library here at UM-St
Louis. Even from our small abode here
at The Cu"ent, obtaining information
from The University of Hong Kong
can be accomplished in minutes withOil,t even leavinK the chair.
Second, AIDS. This disease will
take thousands oflives every year. No
other generation has seen a disease
I w.ith ~~h a sensitive nature. AIDS has
I ~ free love a thing of the past and
unprotected on~-night stands a deadly
act.
In the year 2000 and beyond, wait-,
ing until marriage to have sex might be
considered the thing to do not only
morally but the healthy way to go as
well, you never know.
When the topic of AIDS is brought
up, homosexuals are unfortunately
mentioned soon after. Ten years ago,
gays and lesbians were forced to conceal their sexual orientation or be ostracized from the rest of the straight
community.
Today, many homosexuals feel
easier about 'coming out of the closet'
and expressing their lifestyle in public.
Futhermore, the topic of homosexuality isn't as taboo as it was years ago.
Television and movies have slowly
helped to educate and make the straight
~ublic more understanding.
I think that Generation X will be
more accepting to the lifestyle of gays
and lesbians despite much of prejudice
that they face now.
Another topic Xers are more conscious of is the environment. Most
Xersrecyle. Putting all of those aluminum cans, milk containers, newpapers
and glass bottles in separate bins is
something that' s done without thinking
twice. What older generations pitched
as garbage, Xers reuse.
On the same side,many Xers seem
lethargic and easily amused. This has
given Xers the reputation of being a
bunch of underachieving slackers. who
watch Beavis and B utthead, listen to
grunge music, play Sega and don't do
anything productive. However, Sllldents
in college know that finding a job after
graduation won't be a picnic. In fact,
it'll probably be next to impossible for
students with a 2.0 average and no
connections in the job market.
Even though Generation X won't
save the world from communism, it
has the opportunity to solve the problernsthatoldergenerationshaveheaped
ontO Xers shoulders such as saviIig the
rain forests, figuring out what to do .
with the mounting piles oftnlSh and the
lack of social security that will be available upon retirement.
When it solves these problems,
whiCh I think it will, Generation X will
have made one of the biggest impressions in all of history.
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"Hola" and "Buenos mas amigos"
from the Spanish Club and now reinstated (Hispanic-Latino Association)
HISLA. The groups participated in an
"Un encuentro con Ia cultura hispana"
on Friday,Jan. 27 at the Alumni Center.
Dr. Norman Seay, Director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO),
was in attendance to participate in the
event attended by some thirty students
and faculty from both the UM-St Louis
campus as well as Washington University campus. Susan Montalvo, a
Washington University Lecturer, was
present to give a speech concerning
Proposition 187 ..However the main
purpose of this event was to.recruit
members for the OEO and HISLA.
The OEO helped HIS LA financially when the group was left without
a budget when they were expelled
from SGA in 1994. HISLA was-expelled for not attending the require.d
number of SGA meetings. New
President Alicia Friedrichs is now responsible for rebuilding the organization from the ground up.
"Our first goal is to get a higher
membership," Alicia Friedrichs said.

"Right now we are running at the minimum requirement"
''We hope to see the organization
grow and grow," Seay said concerning
his departments affiliation with the
evening's production. "We're looking
.forward for great things from you.W!,!
recognize the great accomplishments of
the Hispanic-Latino community." He
told those in attendance
"Mr. Seay is a wonderful person."
Alicia Friedrichs said. "He sees the need
for any and every culture to express
themselves. He opens doors."
HISLAwasfoundedoutoftheOEO
in 1988 to ''promote Hispanic and Latino
culture" and to issue theBeca scholarship to an organization member who is
in good standing with the school. "Becan
literally means "scholarship" and this .
particular scholarsbip has meant an extra
$500 10 past recipients of the award.
When the group became inactive, they
were not able to do the fundraisers to
establish last year's scholarship.
Alicia Friedrichs' husband David
Friedrichs is the treasurer for ihe organization. Together they have big plans
for upcorning events to fund ihe scholarship this year.
''We would like to give one or two
scholarships this year," AliciaFriedrichs

photo: Monica Seneca

Nonnan Seay, the director of the Office of Equel Opportunity, speaks with two of the people If
attendance at the "Un encuentro can la cultura hlspana."

said. She plans to have another large
off-campus dance similar to the ones
the group has thrown in the past Her

focus for the group is to move slow, but
make strong improvements.
. "Maybe. things in the past went a

little too fast. We want to leave foot

see His/a., page ~

Current Reviews
·Polara uses new, spacey s'ounds effects

Polara will send chills up your spine w ith their twelve song
self-titled release. They will be playing at Cicero's on February

10.

Polara, a new band released on the In many of the songs there is organs
Twin Tones record label, has oneofthe that can'.t seem to keep the ,same note ·
best debut ~bu~ releasegillY.@S,-_and8p?CE ~und yffects ~I!..~y vdth
The album has .excellent writing your ears. "One foot~isperhaps the
which compleinerlls lead - sing-er .Ed best of the twei ve sOng release. Several
Ackerson's great singing voice. The guitars boom in the bockground while
rest of the group consists of Matt Olson, Ackerson's voice is run through a voice
Jolm Strohm, Jennifer Jurgens, Jason macbineandkeeps changing pitches. I
Orris, and Matt Wilson on drums. All could listen to this song over and over.
of them were in small bands up until the
The thing that makes Polara so
fonnation of Polara. They obliviously interesting is the fact they can playa
have brought the best of each group fastpaced song as well as a mellow low
with them.
tone song. On the song "a+b=y" they
The producers of the album obvi- have a slow song with a pipe organ and
ously like to play with the sound effect piano bringing up the background. The

Students gain experience,
serve outside community
Julie Pressman

associate features editor

. The 28 member Community Psychological Service (CPS)plans to
deepen its conpnitment to the community under the new direction of
Richard Harris in an attempt to broaden
training opportunities for its graduate
students.
In the program, graduate students
work in conjunction with eight staff
licensed psychologists to evaluate and
treatapproxirnately 250 patients yearly
at rates well below those from private
psychologists. The graduate students
in turn receive supervised on the job
training in the field of clinical psychology.
"Our primary role is to train doctoral students in clinical psychology,"
Harris said. .'We also realize that mental health services have become
unaffordable to many people because
ofa decrease in insurance benefits. We
want to continue to provide psychological services at affordable rates."
Harris holds a doctorate in clinical
psychology and is a licensed psychologist. He left a private practice iri
southeast Georgia to direct the program and teach undergraduate and
graduate courses at the University.
Only 10 percent of the services'
patients are UM-St. Louis students.
Because the Peer Counseling Center
provides a similar service that includes
six free visits, Harris recommends that
students examine that option first

"The Peer Counseling Center is primarily a service for students at the Uni.versity and is the first and best place for
students to go," Harris said.
The remaining 90 percent of the
services clientele are St Louis City and
County residents with no affiliation to

"We want to
continue to provide
psychological
services at affordable
rates... The service
provides low cost
psycological testin.g
for
individua/s,schools,
the criminal justice
system and the State
of Missouri Section of,
Disability'
Determi(lations. "
mRichard Harris,
director of
Community
Psychological Service
the University. These patients include
children, couples, individuals and famil y groups. Many are treated for depression, anxiety, relationship difficulties,

behaviorproblemandfarnilyconflicts . .
CPS also boasts a trauma therapy
section supervised by nationally renowned trauma therapist Patricia
Resick.Resick has over 15 years experience working with trauma victims
and is extremely familiar with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. This section of the service provides specialized
care for victims of violent crime, including rape.
The service also provides low cost
psychological testing for individuals,
schools, the criminal justice system
and the State of Missouri Section of
Disability Determinations.
CPS is a non-profit organization
and operates a sliding fee scale with
ratesranging from $1 0-$7 5 depending
on a patients income and number of
dependents. Seventy-six percent of the
service's patients pay $32 or less for
each session. All income generated
from the clinic is used to purchase
training equipment and cover the clinic
operating costs.
CPS does not provide care to those
who need detoxification and cannot
prescribe medication. They do however, provide confidential care at affordable rates to anyone; whether or
not they are affiliated with the University.
Those who wish to learn more
about the service or schedule and appointment should call 516-5824. If it
is determined that the service cannot
help, the person will be referred to an
appropriate mental health care agency .
after a confidential phone interview.

organ is a nice touch that when mixe
with the sound of a wind stann woul
send chills up any music fans spine.
is a-eerie--song and they did a good jc
doing it.
Polara will be playing at Cicero'
on February 10, they are well WOrl
checking out. And as for the album it
highly recommended, it's somethiIJ
that is unique and well worth listing IJ

-KenDunki,

see MUSic, page

Current Chatter

by Monica Senecal
photography editor

What do you think about the Rams'coming to
S1. Louis?

I don't think St. Louis needs any
more sports teams.
Sarah Koppe

Freshman
Criminology

It shOUJS the intelligence

of a tawn who can't name their
state legislator but know who
Georgia Frontiere is.
Clint Zweifel

Junior
Political Science

I think that for a football
team to carne to St. Louisafter
about 8 years of not having
one is great.
Benson Igwe
Junior
Computer Science

I think it is nice.
David Richards
Senior

Biology

I
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song has very good chances of being
this band's big hit
Overall Spell did a good job on
)llowing in the tradition of Green
their
fIrst release for Island records.
UJd the Offspring the punk-pop
music is great, one
The
background
Spell has burst onto the music
.
thing
that
fell
shon
was the vocals.
with their new release "MissisSomehow Beckman's vocals kept this
album from greatness, he just doesn't
~e band consists of lead singer
complement the music. A recom~eckman, bassist Chanin Aoyd,
mended pickup if you like good hard
~mer Garrett Shavlik. They
inedeachoftheiruniquestylesto guitar chords, if not you are advised to
gether a.a1l around good record. stay away.
-Ken Dunkin
he lyrics flow great from beginto end. The album consists of
Country
11 h~ rocking guitar-oriented
, all of which are listenable.
3ring the old man"is the last song
Katy Moffatt the singer/songwriter/
: bands first effon together. It is a guitarist from Texas has had a bit of an
ation to one of their friends that identity crisis since early on in her
d away while recording the mu- career. She's sung everything from folk:
has a very catchy guitar and drum and blues to mainstream country.
On her new Watermelon Records
'Ihich is kind of sad because the
are rather annoying. Beckman debut, "Hearts Gone Wild," Moffatt
, to whine his way through the demonstrates the incredible voice that
while Floyd chirps in with a few won her an Academy of Country Music nomination for Best New Female
~und vocals.
feel that "Superstar" is the best Vocalist several years ago and which
on the album. Beckman does a has graced no fewer than six other
:lCular job on this song and the albums to date.
"Hearts Gone Wild" contains three
; blares in the background. This

unk-pop

Tip the Scale in your Favor!

songs written entirely by Moffatt, one
by brother Hugh Moffatt, a songwriter
in Nashville, and the remainder in col-

Katy Moffatt
1aboration with her long-time sidekick
Tom Russell,
The new disk begins with
"Hellbound Heart" a playful, up-tempo
tune musically akin to bands like Asleep
At The Wheel and featuring the lines:

Speak of the devil look what the
devil's drug in
Just an old rom catfreshfrom the
alleys of sin

You said you'd take me straighJ up
to heaven
You promised me the moon from
the start
But my guardian angel hasfallen
'Cause boy you've got a hellbound
heart

won't urge anyone to rush out and buy.

Alternative

-Michael1. Urness

Movie Soundtrack"Dumb and Dumber"
Though I refused to see the movie
with the all-too-revealing title "Dumb
and Dumber," I wasn't about to pass on
the chance to review the soundtrack
disk when it arrived last week.
Not the most ardent fan of alternative music, I was familiar with Crash
Test Dummies after giving a favorable
review to their "Kerosine Hat" release
last year. I was less familiar with and
eager to hear such artists as The' Cucumbers (Where I Sleep Tonight); DeeLite (You Sexy Thing); Echobelly (Insomniac);GreenJelly,(TheBearSoog);
and :Butthole Swfers cover of (Hurdy
GmdyMan).
The first track XTC' sckssic ''Peter
Pumpkinhead" is performed by the
Crash Test Dummies and features the
vocals of Ellen Reid. This one tells a
familiar tale of a social hero whose
good deeds angered and embarrassed
those in power to such an extent that
they ''nailed him to a chunk of wood. "
Playfully powerful and thought provoking,
Next is Deadeye Dick and their
''New Age Girl" that's sure to make
feminists and sensitive new age guys
world wide moan with such lyrics as:

Brother Hough's "Slow Movin'
Freight Train" is a melancholy tale of a
road-weary traveler. "Wild Girl" tells
of an outlaw and his girl who "just
couldn't let him rob that bank alone."
Another song I thoroughly enjoyed
was the blues inspired "Waitin' For
The Real Thing" which rounded out
one of the best new CDs this reviewer
heard all year
Musicians include: Moffatt on vocals and acoustic guitar; Andrew
Hardin, guitars, vocals and percussion;
Hank Bones, guitars and vocals; Larry
Campbell. steel guitar and vocals; Gene
Hicks, keyboards and fiddle; and Steve
Holly, drums.
"Hearts.Gone Wild" is a delightful
country album to be sure yet with more
heart and soul than that of her mainstream counterparts in Nashville. This
might just be the one to propel Moffatt
to national stard~honorthathas,
hitherto, inexplicably eluded her.
-Michael J. Urness

His/a from page 5

prints for future members to follow,"
she said.
Her goal is to build a stronger foundation for the group to encourage
strongercommitmentamong members.
David Friedrichs said that his goal
for 1995 was to "build something that
is lasting." He said that they would
have the big dance in late summer or
fall and that there would definitely be a
Hispanic-Latino American Heritage
observance. David Friedrichs wants to
see the organization with enough
members to divide the workload of
raising the money for the scholarship
and putting on and promoting the
group's events like the "Cinco De
Mayo" celebration. "New members will
help to formulate new HISLA," he
said.
Susan Kincaid, Vice President for
the Spanish Club,saidhergroup would
like to continue joint events like this
one including another exchange progiam with ''English as a Second Language" students.. Two years ago, the
club had students come from Spanish
She loves me so
speaking coontries studying at UM-S t
she hates to be alone
Louis. "They learn culture from us, and
don't eat meat
we learn culture from them," Kincaid
but she sure like the bone
said. The group plans to begin a
newsletter which is accepting submisEchobelly's "Insomniac" is likely sions at 554 Clark Hall.
to put more than a few listeners to sleep
Six students came from Washingwith its dreamy vocals and psychedelic ton University to hear the speech given
guitars. The title of one of my favorite by Montalvo. David Friedrichs said the
cuts, "If You Don't Love Me (I'll Kill groups would be working together in
Myself)" by Pete Droge says it all. the future to forge that relationship.
Other standout tracks include the girlMontalvo was speaking about
group soundofThe Primitives' "Crash- Proposition 187 adopted in California

o

with a

Summer Internship Experience

.

-:::~~~=~:~:::::::::=:::: The '95 Mix," thereggaesquesoundof by a two-thirds majority vote. The
r;
Willi One Blood's "Whiney, Whiney proposition eliminates state monies for

Q UANTUM TECHNOWGIES
INC 0

(What Really Drives Me Crazy)" and basic health care and public education
The Proclaimers cover of Smokey for illegal immigrants. Montalvo said
Robinson's "Get Ready."
the adoption of the proposition isa sign
This CD showcases some of the ofgrowingdiscriminationfcrHispanics
hottest mainstream alternative groups in that state. "Immigrants have become
of the day as well as two of the brightest apopuiarcivil scapegoat," She said.
newCODlel'S. However, UBtil such time
' StD<k;nIS-intet:ested in beCo!!llng
as the record com{lUlies begiii selling . p3rt6f~treSpanishClubCrl:rISLA
these compilation/soundtrack projects can contact advisor Susana Walter at
fora more reasonable price (say $5), I 516-6240.

RAT E D

Unsurpassed Expertise

Check into it now!

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

Career Placement Services

Responsive to Your Needs

I

308 Woods Hall
516-5111

R P 0

II •

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

r-------------------------------,
MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT SI¢ PER SERVING.)
2 cups rracaroni (pinwheels are ftm)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated;
1 / 2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire· (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook rracaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for
15 minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate
pot, melt butter and mix in flour over lew heat . '
'lllen, stir in milk until srrooth . Add cheese , salt,
pepper and Worcestershire . Stir well. Smother
rracaroni . Serves 4.

~
:r

\

;TARTS FEBRUARY 3 AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE!

~

Note: For your nutritional convenience,
Cltibank Classic cards are accepted at
over 12 million locations, including
grocery stores.

•
© 1995 eitJbank (South Dakot a). NA
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Rivermen pulled down out of clouds
11th-ranked Griffons hit Rivermen with reality, win streak stopped at five
by Ken Dunkin

associate sports editor
Going into Satmday's game 'with
Missouri Western State, the UM-St
Louis Rivermen had a five-game winning streak. The Griffons, ranked 11 th
among Division II teams, brought the
Rivermen back down to earth.
The Rivermen pulled within Dine

shot three shots in a row."
The Rivennen were just 19 of 56
from. the field. The Griffons, meanwPile, were 33-64 from the field and
14-19 from the free throw line.
"They have a great perimeter
shooting team," said Riverman center
Kevin Tuckson. ''They proved it tonight There is not a lot to say when
they drive it down like that"

. 'We knew somewhere along the way
,that we were going to lose another game.
~Rich Mec/dessel, Riverman Basketball
head coach
1

Lonely
.
sailors

.

..

by Ken Dunkin
assoCiate _sports editor

Eric Bickel, who finished with
points midway through the second half,
seven points, hit two free throws to give
but fell 89-61 to the Griffons.
With the loss, the Rivermen are the Rivennen a 94 lead five minutes
now 12-5 and 6-2 in the Mid-America . into the game. Minutes later, Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletics Association. Western guard Lamont Thomas made
The Griffons improved to 15-3 and 5- 3 a 3-PQinter to tie the game at 9~9, and
the Griffons led 47-31 at the intermisintheMIAA.
sion.
The Rivermen had a tough time
"They had a big spurt, and we
early in the game. The Griffons hit six
couldn't
match -them," said guard
of 13 3-pointers in the first half, and
Lawndale
Thomas, . who paced the
they finished nine of 22 from 3-point
Rivermen
with
20 points.
range.
Fiveplayersare
aVeril.ging in OOuble
Griffons guard Darrell Wright .
connectedon four3-pointers,including figures for theRivennen,who only had
three in the first half. He had a game- two such players Saturday night Lytle
hj.gh 31 points.
: finished with 12 points.
''This is the second of the elite
"Wright is their leading scorer,"
said Rivermen head coach Rich teams that we play," Meckfessel said.
Medcfessel. 'The guy that was guard- "Both of them came out and dismantled
ing him was no where around when he us, and we let them do it If we're going

photo: Ken Dunkir
During the last couple of years
there has been a very low studenttumout
Rlvennan forward Rodney Hawthrone (#21) dunks the ball In a game Saturday against t he Missoul
at sporting events for UM-St Louis
Western GrHfons. The Griffons ended UM-St. Louis' five-game winning streak with a 89~61 win.
teams.
This is mostalanningwhen itcomes
to compete for the' top spots in the
"'There were times when I felt I knew somewhere along the way tha
to the men's basketball program. The
league, which I think we're capable of should have grabbed more rebounds," we were going to lose another game. II
team holds an 12-6 record. and there
doing, we're going to have to play that Tuckson said.
was disappointing that we played thi
are still very few students at the games.
badly."
.
type of game. We didn't do that offenThe
Griffons
outrebounded
the
The Rivennen have gotten off to a
sively or defensively."
Rivennen
43-35.
The
Rivermen
had
to
The
Rivennen
turned the ball ove
good start. This is due in pan to DiviTuckson
had
a
great
game
although
play
without
6-foot-lO
Bickel,
who
10
times
in
the
first
half and 13 times i
sion I transfers Eric Bickel and Eric
the stats didn't reflect it He finished picked up his second personal foul the games . .
Lytle. Both are comfortable playing in
with nine pOints and six rebounds. He early in the fIrst half.
"We~dn 't keep our composure,
front of large crowds, which hasn't
"We've got to get tougherand more
felt
that
his
performance
was
not
up
to
been the case in their shon Rivermen
see Rivermen, page I
par.
aggressive," Meckfessel said. "We
careers.
Yes, I do reaIize that there are a few
very devoted students thatanend many
home g8mes. They are in the minority.
The average attendance of the games
absolute best," Coen said. ''They are a great tean
Nick Farrel
this season is 600. Most of those people
The Riverwomen just couldn't get any thin
Reporter
are from the opposing school, or they
started. They shot a dismal 27 percent from tl:
.
and friends oftheRiVennen.
The UM-St Louis Riverwomen were simply field in the first half.
' The gmn~ are ~"~ all ~ts
Defensively, they didn't really challenge tl
overmatched Saturday night as the conference
with a valid student ID. card. The
Griffons
as UM-St Louis had only one foul in tl
leading Missouri Western Lady Griffons breezed
admission is already foctored into your
entire
half.
to a 100-60 victory.
student fees, so it isn't the cost that
It was much of the same in the second half.
The win boosts the Griffons to a 17-1 record .
stops many.
Missouri
Western went on to notch the 4O-poiJ
and a perfect 8-0 in the Mid-America
I feel that the reason many don't
victory.
Intercollegiate Athletics Association.
attend the games is that they think. it
Riverwomen center Angie Stubblefield play<:
'The girls played very hard, and did everything
won't be fun. And many others just
a
solid
game. She led UM-St Louis in scorir
1asked them to," said head coach Jim Coen. "TIus
don'tcare for college basketbail. So,
17
points and 12. rebounds. Guard D.
with
team was just better.
here are a few ideas the athletic office
Martin,
back
in the lineup after recovering fCOI
Missouri Western proved why they are tops
could consider to get more of those
an
early
season
ankle injury, also played a strm
in the conference, jumping out quick 9-0 lead just
students into the Mark Twain building.
game
for
the
Riverwomen.
She finished wiJ
under two minutes into the game. UM- St Louis
Some will cost a little money to get
seven
points
and
eight
rebounds
in a losing effol
never could recover. The Griffons cruised to a 57started. In the long run; though, the
.
"We
knew
this
was
a
great
team going in
21 lead at the half, on 53 percent field goal
money will be worth the investment
photo: Monica Senecal .
shooting, and a blistering 58 percent from 3-point Martin said. "We played with a lot of heart, bUI
First, get a mascot to roam the
think we just need to COilcentrate on coming OJ
land.
crowds. Imagine a guy in a Rivermen A MissOuri Western player goes up for the shot as Rtverwoman forward Angle
"For us to win we would have had to play our
costumenmningaround yelling at fans Stubblefield {#44).1s blocked out of the play Saturday at the Mark Twain Building.
see Blowout, page
to get hyped up. A character that looks
like a ship captain can entertain the
kids. He can work: with the fans to
cause chaos during the games. I don't
know how many students this would
'bring in, but it would cenainly give the
practice.
games more of a big school feeling. by Rob Goedeker'
"I thought his arms would be really
The St Louis University Billiken helps sports editor
to provide many cheers at their games.
sore from not being used, but he didreal
It might be just the thing that is needed
The UM-St, Louis swim team has well," Uston said.
Bilhorn also placed fourth in the
to bring in a few former high school been worlcing hard over the last month.
l00-yardfreestyle
withatirneof: 50.05.
basketball fans. .
They have had a busy schedule, with
Second, stan some promotions invitational meets the past three weekBick set a season best in the 200by Rob Goedeker
Greatest game I ever played:
yard breaststroke, plocing second with
again. Gimmicks like picking a person ends.
sports editor
When I was at Howard County Junior
College (Big Springs, Texas). We beat
atrandom to shot a basketball from half
On Jim. 20-21, they competed in a timeof2:19.93. He placed first in the
COllrt. Prizes could be tmkeys or a the 1995lliini Classic, which was held 100-yard breaststroke with a time of
Birthpiace: .Peoria, In.
Hutchinson Col11l'lllmity ~llege in a
Favorite movie: "Menace t(
video rental. It doesn't really maner at the University ¢f Illinois. The Invi- 1:01.59.
Highschool:PeoriaCentratHigh tournament They were ran1ced in the
Society"
It describes how a YOlIn!
Chad
Fowler;
team
captain,
placed
School
.
top
three
in
the
nation.
We
beat
them
on
what is given away. It would just be tational included schools from Diviblack
man
comes up in the ghetto
something fun to do during half time. It sions I, IT, and Ill. UM-St Louis only first in the 200-yard butterfly with a
Personal hero: My mother, She tbeirhomecowt,andnobodyevergoes
and
how
hard
it is get out and sta:
. wouldn't really cost that much. After competed against schools from Divi- time of2:08.15. He also placed fifth in
inspired me to go to schooL. Nobody in to Hutchinson and beats them. on the
away
from
selling
drugs.
all, how many people can hit a shot sions IT and m. UM-St Louis was the the 200-yard indiVidual medley with a
in my family. had eva gone to COl- junior college level.
Favorite
restaora
nt: Past<
from that distance? Also, it would be only school in the Invitational from time of2:10.11.
lege. That's what has kept memotiMost disappointing game: Last
Brian Widener had a good meet
vated. .
yearagilinstMissouriWestern. I wanted House
something to keep the fans interested Missowi.
. Favorite fast-food: McDonald
after the dance team performs.
ODe thiJm I can't stand: As a towinthatgamereallybadbecausemy
In the men's competition, UM-St He finished fourth in the l00-yard and
F.avoritedtildhood memory: II
Lindenwoodcollegedoesthesame Louis placed second with 559.5 points. 200-yard backstroke with times of ' basketbaJlpJaye:t,Ican~tstanditwhen ex-high school teammate . [Lamont
sort of promotions according to their Millikin finished first with 624 points. :58.18 and 2:09.37 respectively. Clif ' ~ledon'tpIayhanianddon'tre- ThomasJplayedforthem. They were my home town there was aguy [fon;
information director Steve Crotz. They
ally want to win. That hurts mea lor. . supposed to be one ofthe best Division . Wysinger] wholivedacrossthestree
Individually, Trevor Bilbom led Morlan finished third in the 200- yard
do their promotions five times a year in the team with 52 points, followed by and 500-yard freestyle with times of
Ever since rYe been pIaying basket- IT programs in the nation. I only had from me. He was a guard for tb
order to add to the excitement at ~ . Chad Fowler and Thorn Bick with 49 1:53.06and5:01. 19. Pierce Cole swam
ball, I've never lost more than eight two or three points, andl was taken out University of illinois. I would watcl
a strong meet. He placed sixth in those
games. Last year Wa& real ~of the game. It was very disappointing him on the TV all the time. One cia:
games.
and 38 points respectively.
he gave me a pair of his tennis shoes
If UM-St Louis only tried this a
pointing for me. I can't stand to see and frustrating.
In the Illini Classic, UM-St Louis same events with times of 1:55.54 and
few times a year, several students could setacoupleofseason best times. Hilborn 5:13.16 respectively. He also placed
people waste the .fun ofwinning.
My .favorite sport (<<her than . and. he signed them. As soon as
show their ability. And, if they enjoy set a season best in the 200-yard indi- seventh in the 2OO-yard breaststroke .
Two words that best describe basketball): Baseball. I've always grew old enough to fit into them,
with
a
time
of
2:34.57.
themselves once, they willlikelyretum vidual me,dley ,placing first with a time
me: Self-motiYated and bwnorous. · wailted to play baseball. IpIayedin my would play basketball in them.
How long have I been playin:
UM-StLouis'menswimmersalso
If I could change one thing freshmen yearinhigh·schooL Butafter
again.
of 2:04.45.
basketball:
I've been playing bas
did
well
in
their
relays.
They
placed
Being a commutercamIW,it' shard
..
abo.:lt
myself:
I
would
not
want
to
that,
1
never
really
got
back
intO
it
Head coach Mary Liston has been
first in tb.e 200-yard medley relay and
for UM-St. Louis to have an active impressed with his performance .
worry about what everybody else
Are baseball players overpaid?: ketball nonstop ever since I was iI
. student body, so why don't they focus
says about me.
Yes, I think they get paid a lot more thirdgmde. .
''When you have a good swim like second in the '4OO-yard medley relay
My plans after college: I want 11
their attention to the few hundred stu- that, and you're still training really withtimesofl:43.14and3:46.70. They
. Hobbies: I don'treaUy have any than they deserve. In my opinion, I
placed third in the 200, 400, and 800deI;lt who live on campus in the dorms• . hard, that's impressive," liston said.
.strong hobbies,butI do like to watch think the farther they go, the more ¢ley be a coach. Basketball is my love. I
The games are very enjoyable, and
basketball gaInes on TV.
should get paid, but they don't work teaches you a lot about life, aM
She also said that Bilhorn is swim- yard freestyle medleys with times of
if many students attend, it will bring an ming with a rotator cuff injury, and he
Favorite type of music: Rap
bard enough to get pai~ as much as they want to carry that on fOT the younge
generation. .
atmosphere that will be fun for all has been doing a lot of kicking in
see Swim, page 8
Favorite rap artist: Scarface
do.
involved.

Griffons trample Riverwomel1

UM-St. Louis ~urprises coach
at lliini Classic with solid effort

Senior Captain

Featuring
.
Rivermen Basketball guard ••
Marcus Albert

••

••
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rong on Monday."
Lack of depth has hurt the
iverwomen all season. Injuries have
lrced UM- St Louis to dress only six
layers for the majority of their games.
lStwhenMartinretumedintothelinep, Riverwomen guard Dianne
nneling was out on personal leave.
he should be back Monday for the
llile against Missouri Southern.
"It kind of gets on our nerves,"
'oen said. "The frustration just seems
, build up."
Martin
agrees
that
the
iverwomen 's hands are tied.
"We know we can play better with
full team;" Martin said. ''There's just
Dthing we can do about it"
Another test for the Riverwomen
ill be how they rebound from a big
ISS. Coen seems confident that the

.Swim from page 7
girls should have no trouble putting
this one behind them.
''Wejusthavetoforgetitandcome
out strong next week," he said.
''The team is pretty level headed. I
think we have this game in perspective," Martin said.
The Riverwomen will try to acknowledge the games that lie ahead,
and just move on.
''We have big games coming up
against Rolla and Southwest Baptist,"
Martin said. ''We lost to both teams
while I was injured, and I'm looking
forward to playing them at home.
In addition to those, UM-StLouis
returns to action tonight at Quincy.
The Riverwomen will return home
on Feb. 1st to battle Missouri Southern
at5:30p.m. Then Feb.4, they will host
Northeast Missouri State at 5:30 p.m.

Griffons 100, Rlverwomen 60
Lady Griffons
Johnson
Obersteaclt
Towne
Amold
Devers
Foster
Baack

Wood
Hennessey
Dyess

Min FG apt FT Rb
18 3-9 0-40-1 a
14 2-5 1-1 0-0 2
27 9-133-5 0-0 8
19 2-4 0-0 0-0 6
25 3-7 0-2 2-2 7
20 6-140-0 2-2 3
11 2--3 1-1 0-0 0
26 7-104-S 0-0 4
14 0-40-1 0-05
26 7-113-52-26

F TP
0 6
1 5
0 21
4 4
2 8
3 14
1 5
2 18
1 0
0 19'

Rlverwomen
Satlerlield
Yates
Christ
Stubblefield
Martin
Turner

Min FG 3pi FT Rb
37 5-161-5 2-4 3
29 2-7 2-6 0-0 4
32 3-8 0-1 2-4 6
32 6-161-44-4 12
35 3-100-0 1-2 8
35 4-110-01-43

F TP
1 13
1 6
2 8
2 17
1 7
1 9

1:33.15, 3:25.22, and 7:36.20.
Inthewomen'scompetition,UMStLouisp1acedsixth with 121 points.
One impressive note about the
women's sixth place finish was the
fact that they only had four swimmers competing in the Invitational.
They still finished better than the four
other schools, which each hadatleast
10 swimmers competing in the Invitational.
''They've all got separate varsity
programs," Liston said. "Our girls
are the only ones that are actually a
part of the men's team. I was very
proud of them."
Jcxl.ie Passwater finished fourth
in the l00-yard breaststroke with a
time of 1:1924. She also finished
fifth in the 200-yard breaststroke with
a time of 2:48.72.
Heather King finished third in
the 200-yard backstroke with a time
of2:25.85.
The swim team has been per-

I've been surprised."
Liston said that UM-St Louis'
recent success has helped the team
forget about feeling fatigued.
"It's easy to not feel tired when
you're winning," she said. "If we
would have swam slower, I think
they would have been more tired."
Last weekend, the swim team
competed in the Washington University Invitational. The Invitational
was attended by UM-St. Louis,
Vincennes (Ind.), St Louis University, Principia (TIl), Washington
University, William Woods College,
Illinois Institute of Technology , and
UM-Rolla.
Liston was a little skeptical going into the Wash. U. Invitational.
ClifMorlan
'They've been swimming a lot
fonning well above Liston's expecta- lately," Liston said. "As a team, we
might be really tired, but they agreed
tions.
"They've been swimming great," that that was what they wanted to do.
Liston said. ''I expected them to be a We'll see how it goes, but I don't
little tired, but they've done agoodjob.. know, they could bereally tired. But
they've SUIprised me before."

Rivermen from page 7

Get Your Money Anytime You Need It-Right
Here On Campus!

THE AUTOMATIC

Jan. 25

Jao.2$
,

Basketball (men):
Beat Uncoln 85-75
Basketball (women)
Beat Uncoln 84-71

Basketball (m~n,):
Lostto MG. We~temSH~9

Basketball (wQtnen):
lGlst to Mo. Westem-S0--100

Griffons 89, Rlvennen 61

TELLER

Rlvennen
Thomas

at Normandy Bank in the University Center.
Normandy Bank Customers, get your
application at the facility in U. Center or
call us at 383-5555. If your account is
with another bank your ATM card can
be used at the machine in U. Center if it
has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

Member FDIC

said Riverman guard Marcus Albert.
"Teams like :Missouri Western will
blow you out if you don't keep you
composure."
The Rivennen will host Missouri
Southern Tuesday and Northeast Missouri State Saturday. Both start at 7:30
p.m.

mI ~

CIRRUS.
383-5555

7151 Natural Bridge· St. Louis, MO 63121

Graves

Lash

AM I PREGNANT?

go
.

.

FIND OUT FOR SURE.
CRISIS
. FREE Pregnancy Testing
PREGNANCY . Immediate results
CENTER
. Completely c.onfidential
.

• Call or walk ill

.

725-3150

447 -6477

831-6723

227-5ill

950 Francis PI.
(St Louis)

2352HWY94
(St Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 BaxterRd.
(Ballwin)

24-Hour- Phone Servi~~

Min FG apt
37 5-9 2-5
2 0-1 0-1
4 0-0 Q-(l
20 1-7 1-5

Albert
Robinson

30

Hawthorne

31

Lytle

36

Reddy
Bickel

3

Tuckson

18

19

FT
8-9
0-0
0-0
0-0

Rb F PT
4 2 20
0 1 0

0

2
2-9 0-1 1-2 4
0-4 0-1 3-4 5
6-130-5 Q-(l 6
1-1 Q-(l 0-0 0
1-6 Q-(l 5--6 5
3-6 Q-(l 3-7 6

0 0
2 3
2 5
3 3
4 12
0 2
4 7
4 9

Griffons
Min FG 3pt FT Rb
Good1ight 29 5-6 1-2 5-5 5
Thomas
28 t -5 1-5 Q-(l 2
Wright
2111-154-65-62
Haggai
5 1-1 1-1 0-0 0
Kendrick
16 3-7 0-0 0-0 3
McGrew
30 4-8 1-4 0-0 13
Washington 30 3-6 1-2 2-4 10
Cobli -31 4-140-224 5
Crittendon
10 1-2 0-0 0-0 1

F TP
5

3
0
4
4
0
3
4

Only $2,309. Or about $41. a m()nth.t

Power MacintosW

:;100/608/250 with CD-ROM, Macintosh" Color

Display, App!eDes~gnm Keyboard and mouse.

Only $2,508. Or about $49. a month. t

Macintosh" Performa"
61158/350 with CD-ROM, Multiple Scan 15 Display,

AfJpleDesign Keyboard and mouse.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. 'PAY FOR IT LATER:

Only $1, 703. Or about $33. a month. t

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need - time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and. already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution th.at gives you the
1 .'.
power every student needs. The power to be yom bese

AppIe" .

For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Genter Lobby or call 553-6054
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6
Macintosh~ Performa"

·DeJerred Apple COm{JU1er Loan ojfer e:rpires felmiary 17, /995. No payment ojinleresl or principal will be mjUimJJor 90 tfoy$. (Some reseIIer.i may mjUire a de[xJsi111J bold merdJtmdise wbiJe {(J(m is being rJ{I/JrO!If!d) InIerest accruing during Ibis 90-doy peri<ld will be added IIJ prindptJl, and lbe
prindpal amoullI, !IS Sf) fnaetIsai. will thereajler hem inIeresI whidJ will be i1u:1uded in /be repayment sdx?tiuJe_ I Manihly payment is an estimate based on /be Jollawing inJormatfon: For the Power MacinJrJ!h 6100 CD sy</emshown here, Q pun;hase price of $2,446.96, tcbich induJes 5.98% saJes Ia:t;
illcluding loan fees, /be IUnl loan amoun/ is $2.58938 w/JicJJ resuIIs in Q 1J1IJ11JiJ1y jJOym$nI ob/iga/iJ:m 0/14L For the Iffjormo 6115 CD S)~/emshou'" here. Q purdJase price of $2.65l85, tcbich induJes 5.98% saJes Jar, induding loan foes, the rotoJ loan amoun/ is $J.812.Y1, whidt resulJs in Q morrIhIy
payment obligation 01$49. For tbe Performa 636 CD system shown herr, ajJtm:hase priceo/$I.804.75. ",1JidJ itu:Iudes 5.98%saJes /ax; induding """'foes, the rotoJloan amotmI is $1.909.79 tcbich resulJs in a munJhIy paymenl ~ 0/$33- CfJmputer sysIem pri=, loa,; fJ1T/OUTIlS and sales /oxes
may vary. See your aulhorizaJ Apple Campus ReseIJer or reprnien/iJlirJe for current system prices. loan and Ia:t at/WU1IJs. Uxms I1Tfi for Q minimum oj $1,000 kJ a maximum of$10,000. )flu may toRe au! more /han one {(J(m' but therotoJ ofa/lloaru C01f11()/ e:c:J!fti $10,000 annually. A5.5% loan
origW.alion Jee will be added kJ the reqtJ£SIed loan amounl. tbe inJeml raJe is 1!I1riobIe, based on the rommerdol paper rate plus 535%- For the month ofNowmber, 1994, the inJeresI Tale was 10.85'% with mr A1I1Iuoi Prn:enIoge Role of12.10'%.&'year loan term UIiIb no prt!fJtlyI1IenI penoJIy. The II/()/If/J/y
/XI'jTl1ent and lbe Ammal Prm:en/age Role shown asmme /be 9IJ.doy dejermml oJprincipaI and inIirest de:mberJ abot~ and no other dejermenJ ofprincipal or inleresl. SIudenis may dej€r /1ri1iciIJtJ/ payments up 10 4)'1101'S, orunJiJ grtiduat;or•. Deferment will chonge yotlf' mQll/b/y payments. The APPle
CfJmpuli!r Loon is subject 10 <TWU approval. AppI2 0Jm{Iuli!r /pm and 90-Day Deforretl Paymmt Plan offers available only 10 quatifymg s/udents, faculty and stoff. Offers available only from AppIs or an auiJxJrizedAp(Jle GJmpus I?I?ailer or "'f1rt=11a1iv< @1994Ap(JleComputer; Inc. All rights
rr?SeMd. Apple, /be Apple Iq;o, MacinIIJsh, Performo and'71JejXJtJ>!r kJ be your be,/" I1Tfi regisIered Ir11demorks ofA{f/e OJmprtlet; Inc. A{pieDesign and ftJwer ModnkJrh are Irademorks ofApple Com{luIer, Inc.
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